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1.

In its January 26,2016 decision and Order (the "Merits Decision"), this Tribunal

that the federal government's nalrow definition and inadequate
implementation of Jordan's Principle amounted to a violation of section 5 of the

concluded

Canadian Humøn Rights Act (the "CHRA").

It ordered the federal

government to cease

applying a narrow definition of Jordan's Principle and to take measures to implement the
Principle in its full meaning and scope.

2.

Through the Merits Decision, and subsequent Orders implementing

it,

this

Tribunal articulated what is required to effectively remedy the federal government's
discriminatory implementation

of

Jordan's Principle. Most recently, this Tribunal

instructed the federal government to treat Jordan's Principle as a child-first principle that
applies equally to "all First Nations children". The present motion

will determine, among

other things, whether the federal government's definition of "all First Nations children"
as one that excludes children who lack status under the Indian

Actt

and

live off-reserve

complies with the Tribunal's previous Orders, and sufficiently remedies the federal
government's violations of the CHRA.

3.

Canada's international legal obligations inform the interpretation and application

of the CHRA. As this Tribunal has recognized, principles of international human rights
law provide a framework for assessing the federal government's compliance with that
act. The role of international law does not end there: international instruments are equally

instructive in evaluating the effectiveness of the federal government's efforts to remedy
its discriminatory practice.

4.

It is in this context that Amnesty International

Canada ("Amnesty") seeks to assist

the Tribunal by setting out how international human rights law can inform the meaning

of

"First Nations child" for the purposes of implementing Jordan's Principle pursuant to the

Merits Decision. Four principles in particular inform the assessment of the federal
government's definition of "First Nations child": (i) the right to culture and cultural

t

R.s.c., 1985, c I-5

2

identity, (ii) selÊdetermination and self-identification, (iii) the best interests of the child,
and (iv) the special measures afforded to Indigenous peoples.

5.
a

Presently, the federal government's implementation of Jordan's Principle reflects

definition of "First Nation's child" that relies too heavily on the Indian Act and too little

on collaboration with First Nations themselves. An approach whereby the federal
unilaterally imposes an arbitrary definition is in itself contrary to what is required to
conform to Canada's international obligations. So too are its consequences: the exclusion

of marginalized and disadvantaged children from access to services that are guaranteed
by those same human rights obligations

6,

An overly-naffow definition of "First Nations child" will render the Tribunal's

section 53 Orders ineffectual from the perspective of Canada's international human rights

obligations. The discrimination found
remedied with an implementation

in the Merits Decision cannot be effectively

of Jordan's Principle that relies on or

reinforces

discriminatory and arbitrarily imposed criteria for access to benefìts, or which creates
unnecessary delays and barriers

for children

accessing services

to which they are

fundamentally entitled under international human rights law.

PART I - FACTS
7

.

On September 14,2009, the Tribunal issued an order granting Amnesty Interested

Party status in this proceeding pursuant to section 50 of the CHRA. The order granted
Amnesty the right to participate in the merits hearing by way of final legal submissions,

written and/or oral, to be presented at the conclusion of the evidence and after the legal
submissions of the other parties.

8.

Amnesty participated in certain of the preliminary proceedings in this matter and

related judicial review proceedingr.' At the hearing of the merits, Amnesty filed written
submissions and made oral argument on the application of international human rights law

to the issues before the Tribunal. Amnesty's original written argument dated August 28,
2014 (the "Original Amnesty Submissions") speaks more broadly to the application of

2 First Nations Chitd qnd Family Caring Society of Canada v. Canada (Attorney General),2012 FC 445,
af?d2013 FCA 75, Book of Authorities of Amnesty International Canada ("Amnesty BOA"), Tab l.

-)

It is appended as Schedule "C" to

international human rights law to these proceedings.
these submissions as a supplement, to the extent that

g.

it

assists the Tribunal.

Amnesty did not take part in the hearings that resulted in the Tribunals' Orders

dated April26,2016, September 14,2016, and May 26,2017 but has remained apprised

of developments in this proceeding throughout. The
engage principles

issues raised on the present motion

of international human rights law, and

as such, Amnesty makes these

submissions with a view to assisting the Tribunal in this regard.

PART

10.

Amnesty seeks

to

II

- ISSUES

assist the Tribunal

by

setting forth how principles of

international human rights law should guide the interpretation and implementation of
Jordan's Principle in the context of this proceeding and, in pafticular, the Merits Decision
and Orders dated

April26,2016, September 14,2016, and May 26,2017.
PART

A.

III -

SUBMISSIONS

The Tribunal must apply international human rights law for the purposes of
implementing the Merits Decision

l.

As federal quasi-constitutional human rights legislation, the CHRA is one of the
central instruments by which Canada implements its international human rights
1

commitments. By corollary, the interpretation and application of the CHRA, including
the nature of a violation by the federal govemment under section 5 and the adequacy of a
remedy under section 53, must take into account Canada's obligations under international
human rights law and standards of international law more generally.

This Tribunal has already recognized that human rights law must inform its
application of the CHRA in this case. The Merits Decision affirmed that the provision of

12.

child welfare services to First Nations children and families "directly affects the
fundamental rights of First Nations children, families and communities and is
inextricably linked to the concept of the best interest of the child: a legal principle of
paramount importance

3 First Nqtions Chitd &

in both Canadian and international

1aw."3 Citing Professor

Family Caring Society of Cønada et al. v. Attorney General of Canada
(representing the Minister of Indigenous and Northern Affairs Cønadø),2017 CHRT 74,para l17 (the
i,Niay 2017 becision"), (citing Canadian Foundation for Children, Youth and the Lqw v. Canada (Attorney

4

Nicholas Bala, the Tribunal emphasized, in particular, that the principle of the best
interests of the child, as defined in both Canadian and international law, "is a central
concept for those who are involved in making decisions about children, not only for
judges and lawyers, but for also assessors and mediators."4

13.

The role of international law in these proceedings did not terminate with the

finding in the Merits Decision that the federal government's practices amounted to a
violation of section 5 of the CHRA. International law not only prohibits States parties
from discriminating against any individual or group; it also requires that special measures
be taken to remedy discrimination when

it

does occur. An order made pursuant to section

53 of the CHRA must be fully consistent with international human rights law

if it is to

effectively remedy any breach of Canada's international human rights law obligations'

14.

Furthermore, the presumption of conformity dictates that Canada's intemational

human rights obligations are relevant to interpreting Jordan's Principle. Affirmed by the

Supreme Court

of

Canada

in Ä. v. Hape as a

"well-established principle", the

presumption of conformity holds that where there is a dispute over the interpretation of

domestic law, courts should favour an interpretation that aligns with Canada's
5
international human rights obligations and the standards of international law.

15.

The presumption

of

conformity should apply

to all acts of the legislature,

including House of Commons Motion 296 to adopt Jordan's Principle. As described by
the Supreme Court of Canada in Hape, by operation of the presumption of conformity,
.,the legislature is presumed to comply with the values and principles of customary and

conventional international law."6 Regardless of the scope of the original complaint that

General),2004 SCC 4 (CanLII) aL para.

9;

and,

Baker

v.

Cqnada (Minister

of

Citizenship and

Immigration),1999 CanLll 699 (SCC), [1999] 2 SCR 817 atpara.75), Amnesty BOA, Tab 2.
o
The May 2017 Decision at para 117, Amnesty BOA, Tab 2; First Nations Child and Family Cøring
Society of Canada et al. v. Atiorney General of Canada (for the Minister of Indian and Northern Afføirs
Canada),2016 CHRT 2 (the "Janu ary 2016 Decision") at pafa.346, Amnesty BOA, Tab 3.

26,l20y7l2 SCR 292 ("Høpe") at paras 53-54, Amnesty BOA, Tab 4; The January
2016 Deiision at paras 452:455 (ãcknowledging the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(According
as a source of guidance when interpreting Canada's rights obligations, Amnesty BOA, Tab 3.
s

R. v. Hape,2007 SCC

to Hape, the prãsumption is rebuftatle, but only where there is "an unequivocal legislative intent to default
on an international obligation.")
u

Hape atpara53, AmnestY BOA, Tab 4.
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led to the Tribunal's Orders,

it must be presumed

that the legislature intended for its

unanimous adoption of Jordan's Principle to be interpreted in a marìner consistent with
international standards.

B.

Sources of human rights law relevant to implementing the Merits Decision

16.

Canada has obligations under a range

of human rights instruments requiring all

to respect, protect and ensure the rights of all children, particularly First Nations
children, in a non-discriminatory manner. These instruments include a number of
States

international human rights treaties ratified
Covenant on

by

Canada, including the International

Civil qnd Political Rights ("ICCPR"),1 the International Covenant

on

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights ("ICESCR"),8 and the International Convention on
n
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination ("CERD"), and of course the

(Jniversal Declaration on Human Rights ("UDHR"),10 which encapsulates and reflects
elements of customary and conventional law and its progressive interpretation.

17.

Two additional international instruments are particularly pertinent to the subject
(lnited
of these submission s: the Convention on the Rights of the Chitd ("CRC")l1 and the
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples ("LlN Declaration")'12

18.

While the

llN

Declaration was a universally applicable instrument at the time of

the Merits Decision, Canada has since taken many significant steps to strengthen its
commitment to the standards set out in that document. On May I0, 2016, Canada
Internatíonal Covenant on Civil qnd Political Rights, l6 December 1966,999 U.N.T'S. 171, Can. T'S.
1976 No. 4j, 6 l.L.M. 368 (entered into force 23 Mar. 1976, accession by Canada 19 May 1976)
("ICCPR"), Amnesty BOA, Tab 6.

7

Internatíonal Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 16 December 1966,993 U'N.T'S' 3'
Can. T.S. 1976 No. 46,6I.L.M.360 (entered into force 3lan.1976, accession by Canada 19}r',:ay 1976)
("ICESCR"), Amnesty BOA, Tab 7.

8

Internøtional Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,2l Decembet 1965,
660 U.N.T.S. 195, 5 l.L.M. 352 (entered into force 4 Jan, 1969, accession by Canada 14 Oct' 1970),
("CERD"), Amnesty BOA, Tab 8

s

r0
(IID ("UDHR"),
General Assembly, thniversal Declaration of Human Rights,l0 December 1948,217 A
Amnesty BOA, Tab 11

tt Convention

on the Rights of the Chitd,44125
1990) ("CRC"), Amnesty BoA, Tab 9.

of20 November 1989, (entered into force 2

September,

UN General Assembly, Unitecl Nqtions Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples : resolution /
BOA,
adopted by the General Ãssembly, 2 October 2007, A/RES 1611295 (the "UN Declaration"), Amnesty

''

Tab 12.

6

announced that

2018,

it

supported the LJN Declaration without qualification.t3 On May 30,

Bill C-262, An Act to ensure that the laws of Canada are in harmony with

the

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, passed the House of
Commons and proceeded to the Senate, where it presently sits.14 Bill C-262 is proceeding

through Parliament with the

full

support

of the government. These developments

underline Canada's own acknowledgment of the UN Declaration's significance.

lg.

The many overlapping sources

of

Canada's international human rights law

obligations are canvassed more thoroughly

in the Original Amnesty

Submissions,

appended at Schedule C.

C.

Guidance from international law in interpreting the meaning of "First
Nations child" for the purposes of implementing the Merits Decision

20.

Principles of intemational human rights law dictate that the meaning of "First

Nations child" in the context of this proceeding must be understood and applied in a
manner that enables an effective remedy to this Tribunal's findings of discrimination. In
the Merits Decision, thç Tribunal found that the federal goveûtment's naÍrow reading of
Jordan's Principle amounted to a discriminatory practice. The federal government cannot

bring itself into line with Canada's international obligations unless the Orders directed at
remedying that rights infringement are interpreted

in accordance with

international

standards.

21.

The Tribunal should be guided by the following four consideration as it evaluates

the adequacy of the federal government's definition of "First Nations child" and its
implications for the scope of access to services associated with Jordan's Principle, each
of which will be elaborated upon in the sections that follow:

a)

The Right to Culture and Cultural Identity: An imposed definition that

is arbitrarily narrow and exclusive risks infringing the right to culture.

13

Submissions

of the Attorney General of Canada (representing the Minister of Indian and Northern

Affairs), January 29,2019, alpara. 47.
ra

Amnesty BOA, Tab 32; LEGISinfo, House of Commons, Private Member's Bill,42nnd Parliament,

Session, ô-ZøZt https://www.parl.call-egislnfo/BillDetails.aspx?billld:8160636&LanguagrE
January 30,2019).

I't

(accessed

7

Self-Determination and Self-Identification: The definition should
recognize and promote the right of First Nations to make their own decisions

b)

about matters central to their identity and integrity as peoples.

c)

Best Interests

of the Child: The definition

should abide

by

the

overarching "best interests of the child" principle enshrined in the CRC and
recognized by the Supreme Court of Canada.

d)

Special Measures to Redress Discrimination: The definition should
have regard to the special measures afforded to Indigenous persons and the
requirement to implement them without discrimination.

22.

International human rights law is clear that budgetary considerations are one

factor that should not impact Canada's obligation to

fulfill rights.ls States must pursue

rights fulfilment to the "maximum of their available resources."16

Ultimately, àîy understanding or interpretation of "First Nations child" that
automatically excludes children solely because of definitions arbitrarily and unilaterally

23.

will fall short of the standards of international human rights law.
The present interpretation and implementation of Jordan's Principle is based on a
imposed by the State

federally-imposed definition that knowingly excludes some First Nations children, due in

t'See, e.g., LJN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General CommentNo. 24 (2017) on

State obllgøtions under the lntemational Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in the context
of business activities, UN Doc ElC.lzlGCD para.23, Amnesty BOA, Tab 14 ("The obligationto fulfil
requires States parties to take necessary steps, to the maximum of their available resources' to facilitate and
prómote the enjoyment of Covenant rights, and, in certain cases, to directly provide goods and services
essential to such enjoyment.")
tu

ICESCR, Article 2(1), Amnesty BOA, Tab7. Special Rapporteur Olivier De Schutter articulated this
obligation after his country visit to Canadain2012, noting:
Canada has a duty to dedicate the maximum amount of available resources to
progressively achieve the full realization of economic, social and cultural rights . . . and
io prioritize the needs of the most marginalized. The concept of progressive realization
recognizes the obstacles faced by countries, even developed countries like Canada. Like
others, Canada has experienced an increase in its public debt in recent years.
Nevertheless, the current situation does not justify refraining from taking action ' ' . '
Canada has the fiscal space to address the basic human needs of its most marginalized
and disempowered."l6

See United Nations Human Rights Council, Reporl of the Special Rapporleur on the right to food, Olivier

De Schutter, Addendum, Missión to Canada, UNHRCOR,22nd Sess, AlHPtCl2zl50/Add'l (2012),pata3940, Amnesty BOA, Tab 15.

8

paft to overreliance on Indian Act status. We note Canada's recent admission before the
Human Rights Committee that "Indian status is not a legislated approximation of any

First Nation culture."lT Implementation of Jordan's Principle cannot effectively remedy
discrimination as long as the federal government unilaterally denies certain First Nations
children access to remedial services.
Amnesty wishes to emphasize that its submissions on the appropriate definition of

24.

child" are limited to the naffow context of determining service eligibility
under Jordan's Principle and what is required from the federal government to comply
'oFirst Nations

with the Tribunal's section 53 Orders.

i.

States must not

arbitrarily circumscribe the right to culture and

cultural identitY

25.

States that impose

artificial definitions on an Indigenous people are almost certain

to get it wrong and infringe on the right to culture in the process. It follows that

an

arbitrarily narrow definition of "First Nations child" imposed by the federal government

will

have negative repercussions that undermine the remedial objective

of

Jordan's

Principle and the Tribunal's section 53 Orders.

26.

The right to culture

-

and the right to take part in one's culture

-

is recognized

under Article 15 of the ICESCR and Article 27 of the ICCPR. Article 27 specifically
stipulates that persons belonging to ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities

o'shall not be

denied the right, in community with other members of their group, to enjoy their own
culture."

21.

The

llN

Declaration fuither affirms that States are under a positive obligation to

protect Indigenous peoples' full enjoyment of their human rights, either as individuals or
as a collective, including the right to culture.ls The UN Declaration also underlines the

(4) of the Optional Prolocol
't Human Rights Committee, Views adopted by the Committee under article 5
(l l January 2019) para
CCPNC/1241D1202012010
Doc
concerning õommunication No. 2020n010, UN
5.32, Amnesty BOA, Tab 16.

,t

e.g., UN Declaration, Article 8 (prohibiting forced assimilation of Indigenous culture) and Article I
(protect I-ndig"nour peoples "right to practice and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs."),
Amnesty BOA, Tab, Amnesty BOA, Tab I l.
See,

1

9

particular importance of maintaining cultural connection for children, "including those

living outside their communities."le

2g.

The right to culture, and particularly the ability to enjoy culture "in community,"

can be negatively impacted by artificial regimes of identification. Indigenous peoples

the dangers of strict, State-imposed definitions of
Indigenous identity, which risk excluding some groups that should qualify as

themselves have highlighted

Indigenous.20 Erren where States do not intend harm, exclusion

from

State-imposed

categories of identity can negatively impact an individual's ability to experience culture

in community.2l In part because of this risk, and in recognition of the long history of
attacks on Indigenous culture and identity, international human rights bodies have never

of "Indigenous peoples." 22 They have in fact turned their
attention to the question of adopting a definition and explicitly declined to do so, for

adopted a formal definition

reasons grounded in human rights.
re

A definition does not appear in the UN Declaration'

UN Declaration, Article 14.3, Amnesty BOA, Tab 12.

Commission on Human Rights, Reporî of the Open-Ended Inter-Sessionql Ad Hoc Ilorking Group on ø
Permanent Forumfor Indigenous Peoples in the United Nations System,55th session, UN Doc
E/CN.4/1999183 (25 March 1999),pata 56, Amnesty BOA, Tab 17.
20

2t

See, e.g., Human Rights Committee, Views øclopted by the CommiÍtee under article 5 (4) of the Optional

protocol, concerning communication No. 20202010, UN Doc CCPRlCl124lDl2020l2010 (11 January
2019) paras 3.2 arrd 3.3, Amnesty BOA, Tab 16'

Duringthe many years of debate at the V/orking Group on Indigenous Populations, the observers from
indigeno-us organiãaiions unanimously rejected the idea of a formal defrnition of indigenous peoples that
*ouJd b, adopted by States (Secretaiiat of the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, "The concept of
indigenous peoples"- Convention of Biological Diversity, UN Doc UNEP/CBD/WS-CB/LACI1/lNF/1 (16
Novãmber 2OOÐ atpara.3, Amnesty BOA, Tab 10. In so doing, they endorsed the Martinez Cobo repoft
(E/CN.4/Sub.ZtiSSeiAciA.4, Amnesty BOA, Tab l8), in regard to the concept of "indigenous". The Cobo
ieport emphasized that the idea of a definition of "indigenous" has to be understood within the long history
22

of attacks on Indigenous culture and identity:
Much of their land has been taken away and whatever land is left to them is subject to
constant encroachment. Their culture and their social and legal institutions and systems
have been constantly under attack at all levels, through the media, the law and the public
educational systems. It is only natural, therefore, that there should be resistance to further
loss of their land and rejection of the distortion or denial of their history and culture and
defensive/offensive reaction to the continual linguistic and cultural aggressions and
attacks on their way of life, their social and cultural integrity and their very physical
existence. They have a right to continue to exist, to defend their lands, to keep and to
transmit their culture, their language, their social and legal institutions and systems and
their way of life, which have been illegally and unjustifiably attacked. It is in the context
of these situations and these rights that the question of definition should arise'"
(Special Rappofteur of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities, Study of the problem of discrimination against indigenous populations, UN Doc
E/CN.4/Sub.21198617lAdd.4 (1987),paras374;375), Amnesty BOA, Tab 19 (emphasis added).

10

29.

Canada has been subject to international censure for restricting access to tangible

and intangible benefits

of federally-recognized Indian status based on unilaterally

imposed, and ultimately discriminatory definitions. Most recently, the Human Rights
Committee found in Mclvor that Canada violated Articles 3 and 26 of the ICCPR, which

prohibits gender-based discrimination and discrimination more broadly, in conjunction
with Articl e 27 (rightto culture). These violations, the Committee determined, stem from
gender discrimination under the Indian Act, which the Committee notes, entitles access to

tangible benefits such as "extended health benefits," as well as to intangible benefits such
as

"a sense of identity and belonging."" The Committee affirmed that differing access to

these benefits and status attached stigma and thereby impacted on the right

to

culture.2a

The Committee added that, in the case before it, "a distinction based on sex" impacts the

right to enjoy culture together,2s as "such a discriminatory distinction between members
of the same community can affect and compromise their way of life."26

ii.
30.

States should defer to Indigenous peoples' right to self-identifTcation
and self-determination

Determination of who may or may not be considered First Nations in any context

is inextricably linked to the exercise of the right to self-determination. Respect for this
right is an obligation in itself, and the Tribunal's Orders must be interpreted in a manner
that protects and fulfils this right. Respect for the right of First Nations to make their own
decisions is also a means to mitigate the risks of exclusion associated with the imposition

of arbitrary definitions of identity by the State or other authorities

external

to First

Nations.

31.

The right to self-determination is enshrined in Article 1 of both the ICCPR and

the ICESCR, which state that "all peoples have the right of self-determination." The

UN Declaration also affirms the right, particularly, of Indigenous peoples to

self-

2' Human Rights Committee, Views adopted by the Committee under article 5 (4) of the Optional Protocol,
concerning cimmunication No. 202012010, UN Doc CCPNC|124lDl2020l2010 (11 January 2019) paras
2.2,1.8, and 7.11, Amnesty BOA, Tab 16'
24

lbid. atpara7.8.

2s

lbid. atpara7.ll

'u

lbid. at para

7 .9

.

11

to self-determination has evolved into a jus cogens
.rorm.t8 According to the International Court of Justice it is "one of the essential
determination.2T Indeed, the right

principles of contemporary international law" .2e

32.

The 1iN Declaration provides additional guidance on the scope of the right to self-

determination for Indigenous peoples. Specifically, the UN Declaration affirms the right
of Indigenous peoples o'to autonomy or selÊgovernment in matters relating to their

internal and local affairs,"30 including, the right to determine their own identity or
membership in accordance with their customs and traditions."3l

33.

Indeed, self-determination (including

Informed

in the tIN
Throughout, the tIN Declaration requires States parties to respect

Consent ("FPIC")) lies at the heart
Declaration.32

its corollary, Ftee, Prior and

Indigenous decisions, work

of

Indigenous rights as enshrined

to protect and uphold those

decisions, and support the

continuation and revitalization of Indigenous decision-making institutions.33

34.

The right of Indigenous peoples to define themselves and the membership of their

Nations is underscored by Article 8 of the American Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, adopted by the Organization of American States on June 15,2016:34
UN Declaration, Article 3 ("Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that
right they ffeely determine their pãtiticat status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural
27

development."), Amnesty BOA, Tab 12.
Isabelle Schulte-Tenckhoff, "Treaties, Peoplehood, and Self-determination," in Indigenous Rights in the
Age of the UN Declaration, ed. Elvira Pulitano (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,2072) a|77,
Aánesty BOA, Tab 29;Kafhleen McVay, "Self-determination in New contexts: The Self-determination of
and
Refugees and Forced Migrants in Internationai Law", in Merkourios Utrecht Journal of International

2s

European Law at 42, Amnesty BOA, Tab 30.

Cqrn Concerning East Timor (Portugal v Australia) Merits, Judgment, ICJ Reports 1995 4 af 702, atpara
29, Amnesty BOA, Tab 20.

tn

30

UN Declaration, Article 4, Amnesty BOA, Tab

31

UN Declaration, Article 33.1, Amnesty BOA, Tab 12,

12.

,, The tIN Declaration references FpIC most directly at Article 19 ("States shall consult with and cooperate
in good faith with Indigenous peoples concerned through their won representative institutions in order to
obãin their free, prùr and- in-formed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or
administrative measures that may affect them'"), Amnesty BOA, Tab

,,

See e.g.,

l2'

IIN Declaration, Preamble, Articles 5, 18, 19, 20,23,26,27,30,32,36,and 38, Amnesty BOA,

Tab 12.
OAS, American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, OAS General Assembly, American
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: resolution/ adopted by the General Assembly, l5 June,
2016, AG/RES.2888 lXt-VI-OltO¡ (the "OAS Declaration"), Article VIII, Amnesty BOA, Tab 13'

3o
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Indigenous persons and communities have the right to belong to one or
more indigenoì.ts peoples, in accordance with the identity, traditions,
customs, and systems of belonging of each people. No discrimination of
any kind may arise from the exercise of such a right.

35.

In this context, an interpretation of Jordan's Principle that removes, displaces, or

undermines the authority of First Nations to make crucial decisions about their identity
and membership fails to align with Canada's human rights obligations.

The best interests of the child principle requires the elimination of
arbitrary and unnecessary barriers to accessing services
The "best interests of the child" must be central to any meaningful

iii.
36.

implementation of Jordan's Principle. That principle, enshrined in the CRC and cited by

the Supreme Court of Canada in Baker v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration),3s willnot be served by a definition of "First Nations child" that inationally
deprives children of necessary services.
37

.

Article 3.1 of the CRC

sets out that

"[i]n all actions concerning children, whether

undertaken by pubtic or private social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative

or legislative bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a primary
consideration." According to the Committee on the Rights of the Child, govemment,

authorities

parliament and the judiciary must take active measures to implement this principle, and

systematically consider

it in every decision and action, including the allocation of

,esorrrcer.36

38.

The CRC's obligations carry special significance in the context of Indigenous

children. The Committee on the Rights of the Child has observed that "[t]he specific
references to Indigenous children in the Convention are indicative of the recognition that

they require special measures
paragraphs 42 through
3t

in order to futly

enjoy their rights"37 (see below at

48 on the relevance of special measures more broadly). The

Tggg 2 S.C.R. 817 at paras. 69-71, Amnesty BOA, Tab 5.

Committee on the Rights of the Child, General comment No. 15 (2013) on the right of the child to the
enjoyment of the highesi attainable standard of health @rt.24), UN Doc CRC/C/GC/I5,parc.12, Amnesty

36

BOA, Tab 21.

,t CRC, Article 30, Amnesty BOA, Tab 9. The importance of this right is highlighted inGeneral Comment
(2009)
No. I I i tndigenous ChilcJren and their Rights under the Convention, UN Doc CRCIC/GC12009I11
atpara 5, Amnesty BOA,Tab22.
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Committee goes on to explain that "[m]aintaining the best interests of the child and the

integrity of Indigenous families and communities should be primary considerations in
development, social services, health and education programmes affecting Indigenous
children."38 This principle

is

echoed

in the American Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples.3e

39.

In keeping with the best interests of the child principle, international human rights

law further emphasizes the importance of eliminating bariers to children receiving the
care and services they need. In the context of the right to health - according to which

to recognize the right of the child "to the enjoyment of the highest
attainable standard of health"aO - the Committee on the Rights of the Child has
States are called

emphasized that States have "a strong duty of action . . . to ensure that health and other

relevant services are available and accessible to all children, with special attention to
under-served areas and populations."4l This means that health services "must be available

in sufficient quantity and quality, functional, within the physical and financial reach of all
sections of the child population, and acceptable to alli'42 and further, "fb]arriers to
children's access to health services, including financial, institutional and cultural barriers,
should be identified and eliminated."a3

40.

Similarly, Article 2 of the ICESCR sets out that a State party must "take steps . . .

to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full
realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means." In

interpreting this provision, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
specified that the "means" used by a State 'oshould be appropriate
producing results which are consistent with the

tt lbid at para

46, Amnesty BO

full

in the sense of

discharge of its obligations by the

A, Tab 22.

Tab 13'
'n OAS Declaration, Article XVII(2), Amnesty BOA,
oo

CRC, Article 24.1, Amnesty BOA, Tab 9.

ar

Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No. 15 (2013) on the right of the child to the
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health (art.24), UN Doc CPtClClGCll5, para 28, Amnesty

BOA, Tab 21.
o2

ot

lbid. atpara25.
lbidatpara.2g.

T4

State party ."44 In the context

of the right to health, full discharge entails "timely and

appropriate prevention, health promotion, cutative, rehabilitative and palliative services,"
as

well as the "implementation of programmes that address the underlying determinants

of health."a5

41.

Canada's obligation to respect the best interests of the child requires that any

definition of "First Nations child" not serve as a barrier to vulnerable children accessing
needed care.

iv.
42.

Special Measures must be implemented
manner

in a non-discriminatory

In its May 26,2017 Order, this Tribunal ordered that the federal government must

"cease relying upon and perpetuating definitions

of Jordan's Principle that are not in

compliance with the Panel's orders," which call for the application of Jordan's Principle

to "all First Nations children, whether resident on or off reserve."46 It is crucial that
measures enacted in respect to the Tribunal decision work to eradicate discrimination and

not reinforce discriminatory practices in respect to access to services and benefits.

43.

Indigenous children are entitled

to special

measures

for the protection

and

fulfillment of their human rights.47 The UN Declaration affirms Indigenous peoples' right
"without disclimination, to the improvement of their economic and social conditions,
including, inter alia, in the areas of education, ernployment, vocational training and

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 9: The domestic application
of the Covenaiel, IIN DocE/C.1211998124 (3 December 1998), at pata5, Amnesty BOA, Tab 23.

aa

at

Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No. 15 (2013) on the right of the child to the
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health (art. 24), UN Doc CPICICIGC/IS, pata 2, Amnesty

BOA, Tab 21.
ou

a7

The May 20 17 Decisio n at para

1

3

5, Amnesty BOA, Tab 2.

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Generøl Recommendqtion no. 32, The meaning
and scope of special measures in the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Raciøl
Discriminatior, UN Doc CERD/C /GC/32 (24 September 2009), para 15, Amnesty BOA, Tab 24. ("Special
measures should not be confused with specific rights pertaining to certain categories of person or
community, such as, for example the rights of persons belonging to minorities to enjoy their own culture,
profess and practice their own religion and use their own language, the rights of indigenous peoples,
including rights to lands traditionally occupied by them . . . Such rights are permanent rights, recognized as
such in llutnãn rights instruments, including those adopted in the context of the United Nations and its
specialized agencies. States parties should carefully observe distinctions between special measures and
permanent human rights in their law and practice. The distinction between special measures and permanent
iights implies that those entitled to permanent rights may also enjoy the benefits of special measures.").
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retraining, housing, sanitation, liealth and social security."48

It

requires States to "take

eff-ective rneasures and, whele appropdate, special ffIeasures

to ensure continuing

improvement of their economic and social conclitions" with particular attention paici to

the rights of Indigenous children ancl persons witli disabilities.ae Further, States must
provide effective mechanisms to both prevent and redress actions whose aim or effect has
been to deprive Indigenous peoples of their integrity as distinct people or of their cultural

values or ethnic identities.so

44.

The Committee on the Rights of the Child has underscored the importance of

special measures in ensuring substantive equality for Indigenous children. In particular,

the Committee notes that Indigenous children "require positive measures in order to
eliminate conditions that cause discrimination and to ensure their enjoyment of the rights

of the Convention on equal level with other children," as well as "to

ensure that

indigenous children have access to culturally appropriate services in the areas of health,

nutrition, education, recreation and sports, social services, housing, sanitation
Juvenlre Jusllce.

45.

and

.'5 I

Canada's other treaty commitments also include the obligation to take positive

and special measures to give effect to the protected rights and freedoms of Indigenous
children.52 When understanding the necessary scope of special measures, the Committee
a8

UN Declaration, Article

ae

UN Declaration, Article 27.2, Amnesty BOA, Tab 12.

2

L

l, Amnesty BOA , Tab

12

UN Declaration, Article 8.2(a), Amnesty BOA, Tab 12 ("States shall provide effective mechanisms for
prevention of, and redress for . . . [a]ny action which has the aim or effect of depriving them of their
integrity as distinct peoples, or oftheir cultural values or ethnic identities").
50

5r

Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No. t I: Indigenous Children and their Rights
under the Convention, UN Doc CRClClGCl20O9/l I (2009) at paras 24-26, Amnesty BOA',Tab 22.
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Generql comment No. 20: Non-discriminqtion in
economic, sociøl and cultural rights (art. 2, pøra. 2, of the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights),UN Doc ElCJ2lGCl2O (2 July 2009),para9, Amnesty BOA, Tab 25 ("In order to
eliminate substantive discrimination, States parties may be, and in some cases are, under an obligation to
adopt special measures to attenuate or suppress conditions that perpetuate discrimination'"); CERD, Article
2, Amnesty BOA, Tab 8 (requiring states to undertake to use "all appropriate means" to eliminate racial
discrimination, including, "whsn the circumstances so waffant... special and concrete measures to ensure
the adequate development and protection of certain racial groups or individuals belonging to them, for the
purpose of guaranteèing them the full and equal enjoyment of human rights and fundamental fieedoms.");
Hu-un Rights Committee, General Comment No. I7: Rights of the child (Art. 24), IJN Doc Al44/40 (29
SeptembeilgSg), as published in UN Doc HRVGEN/1/Rev.7, at paras I and 4 (addressing the need to take
"special" and "positive" measures, particularly when dealing with the rights of children), Amnesty BOA,

s2

Tab26.

l6
on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women provides useful context. Special
measures, are so-called because they "are designed to serve a specific goal"s3 and "aim at

accelerating achievement of de facto or substantive equality."sa Special measure may be

temporary, but they should only be "discontinued when their desired results have been
achieved and sustained for a period of time."55 The Committee recommends the use

of

special measures particularly to accelerate "the redistribution of power and resources."56

46.

To meet their purpose and qualify as valid, special measures must be applied in a

non-discriminatory manner. As addressed more thoroughly at paragraphs 19 through 26

of the Original Amnesty Submissions, the prohibition against racial discrimination

has

achieved the status of a peremptory norm in intemational law,57 and has been codified
and incorporated into a wide variety of international legal instruments.ss

or group is strictly prohibited under
international law, but special attention must be given by States to ensure that

47.

Discrimination against any individual

discrimination against children

-

particularly against children from vulnerable groups

that have suffered a history of discrimination

children are entitled

to

-

does not occur. To this end, Indigenous

special protections and access

to remedial

measures where

discrimination has occurred.

The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has specifically
o'[e]nsure that members of indigenous peoples are free and equal in
called upon States to:
dignity and rights and free from any discrimination."Se Additionatly, in the context of

4g.

access to health services, the Committee on the Rights of the Child has emphasized that
Comrnittee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, General recommendation No. 25, on
4, paragraph 1, of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women, on temporary special measures (2004),para27, Amnesty BOA,Tab27,

53

afüc1e

s4

lbid. arpara23.

ss

lbid. af para2o.

tu

lbid.

at para 38.

J. Crawfor d, Brownlie's Principles of Pubtic International Løw,8'h ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2012),pp 594-596, Amnesty BOA, Tab 31 .

57

tt

See, e.g., CRC, Article 2, Amnesty BOA, Tab 9; ICCPR, Articles 2.1 and 24'1, Amnesty BOA, Tab 6;

ICESCR,-Article2.2, Amnesty BOA, Tab 7; CERD, Articles 1.1 and 2, Amnesty BOA, Tab 8; UDHR,
Articles 2

and

7

, Tab I

l;

and UN Declaration, Article 2, Amnesty BOA, Tab I

1.

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, General Recommendqtion XXIII: Indigenous
Peoples,uN Doc cERD/C/51/misc13/Rev 4 (1997), para4(b), Amnesty BOA, Tab 28.
5e

I7
"states parties have an obligation to ensure that children's health is not undermined as a
result of discrimination."6o

PART

IV. ORDER REQUESTED

49.

Amnesty respectfully requests that this matter be decided

in

accordance with

Canada's international obligations. Amnesty does not seek any costs, and costs should
not be ordered against it, as it is pursuing a public interest mandate in these proceedings.

ALL OF \ilHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
January 30,2019
Kates
Stockwoods LLP
Counsel for Amnesty International Canada

the
Committee on the Rights of the Child, General comment No. 15 (2013) on the right of the child to
Amnesty
I'
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health (art.24), UN Doc CPtClClGCllS,para

uo

BOA, Tab 21.
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STATUTES

CønødÍan Human Rights Act,lt.,S.C., 1985, c. H-6
5. It is a discriminatory practice in the provision of goods, services, facilities or
accommodation customarily available to the general public
(a) to deny, or to deny access to, any such good, service, facility or accommodation to
any individual, or

(b) to differentiate adversely in relation to any individual,on a prohibited ground
discrimination.

of

53. (1) At the conclusion of an inquiry, the member or panel conducting the inquiry shall
dismiss the complaint if the member or panel finds that the complaint is not substantiated.

(2) If at the conclusion of the inquiry the member or panel finds that the complaint is
substantiated, the member or panel may, subject to section 54, make an order against the
person found to be engaging or to have engaged in the discriminatory practice and
include in the order any of the following terms that the member or panel considers
appropriate:
(a) that the person cease the discriminatory practice and take measures, in
consultation with the Commission on the general pufposes of the measutes, to
redress the practice or to prevent the same or a similar practice from occurring

in

future, including

(i) the adoption of a special program, plan or arrangement referred to in
subsection 16(1), or

(ii) making

an application for approval and implementing a plan under

section 17;
(b) that the person make available to the victim of the discriminatory practice, on
the first reasonable occasion, the rights, opportunities or privileges that are being
or were denied the victim as a result of the practice;
(c) that the person compensate the victim for any or all of the wages that the
victim was deprived of and for any expenses incurred by the victim as a result
the discriminatory practice;
(d) that the person compensate the victim for any or all additional costs of
obtaining alternative goods, services, facilities or accommodation and for any
expenses incurred by the victim as a result of the discriminatory practice; and

of

23

(e) that the person compensate the victim, by an amount not exceeding twenty
thousand dollars, for any pain and suffering that the victim experienced as a result

of the discriminatory practice.
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WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS OF AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
OVERVIEW

1.

The issues before the Tribunal in this case engage a number of Canada's binding

legal obligations under international human rights law, both customary and conventional,
as

well as other intemational norms and standards relating to the treatment of Indigenous

children. Canada's international obligations must be respected in the interpretation and
application of sections 5(a), 5(b) and 53 of the Canadian Human Rights Act (the
,,CHRA"). Although intemational law always informs the exercise of domestic statutory
interpretation, such an approach is particularly appropriate here given the wellestablished and important role that this Tribunal plays

in implementing

Canada's

commitments under international human rights law.

2.

It is critical that the Tribunal's consideration of this case respect the seriousness
of the prohibition against both formal and substantive discrimination set out under
intemational law, which has achieved the status of a peremptory norm' Under
intemational law, discrimination against

a group or individual

because they are

Indigenous is strictly prohibited; so too is discrimination against a group or individual
because they are Indigenous and happen to live on reserve. International law also requires

particular sensitivity to the potential for discrimination against vulnerable groups, which
would include Indigenous children. It follows that providing unequal and inadequate
funding for child welfare services to those First Nations children who live on reserve or
in the Yukon, as compared to all other children in Canada, is anathema to the prohibition
against discrimination.

3.

Canada also has a series of obligations under international law with respect to the

protection of children. Pursuant to those obligations, it must consider the best interests of

First Nations children in all

of its

actions, including

by preserving their family

environment and protecting their cultural identity through the provision of appropriate
child welfare services - all without disuimination. The removal of First Nations children

from their families in disproportionate numbers
federal funding

-

because

of unequal and

inadequate

where other, less disruptive measures could ensure the protection of

these children just as

(or more) effectively - is wholly

inconsistent

with

these

intemational obligations. Sqch conduct is discriminafory, fails to preserve continuity in a

2

child's family environment, and jeopardizes their right to learn and maintain their unique
languages, customs and traditions'

4.

If this Tribunal determines that it is appropriate to make remedial order(s) under
section 53 of the CHRA, then it is important to consider what measures are required to
meet Canada's various international human riglrts obligations and to remedy breaches of
those obligations. Where there

is unequal or

inadequate funding

for First Nations

children that amounts to discrimination, Canada must take positive measures, as well
special measures, to remedy any formal discrimination and to achieve the goal

as

of

substantive equality. These measures include, but are not limited to, the allocation of

sufficient funding and resources

to

ensure the equitable and effective delivery

of

culturally competent programs and services.

In assessing whether Canadahas breached its obligations under international law
and its internal laws, Canada cannot rely on the constitutional division of powers, andlar
its use of private parties in the performance of state functions as defences to its

5.

discriminatory conduct. The well established principle of ultimate federal responsibility
for upholding Canada's international legal obligations augurs in favour of a broad

definition of "provision of... services" in section 5 of the 1HRA, as opposed to one
which would deny claimants the human rights protections of the CHRA simply because
entities apart from the federal government are also involved in providing the service in
question. The same principle also affirms that discrimination under intemational law does

not require finding an exact "mirror" comparator group; ratheL, a comparison may be
drawn between a group receiving a service from the federal government (First Nations
children living on reserve and in the Yukon) and children receiving the same service from
a different entity, such as a

6.

provincial government.

Where individuals have suffered damage as a result of Canada's failure to meet its

international legal obligations

-

whether with respect

to

prohibiting formal

ancl

substantive discrimination, ensuring the protection of children, or taking positive and
special measures as necessary

-

Canada must provide timely and effective remedies.

Those remedies include committing the financial and other resources neoessary to ensure

that Canada's international human rights obligations are met, and structuring the delivery

of those resources so as to maximize effectiveness, ensure cultural appropriateness

ancl

3

avoid delay as a result of jurisdictional disputes. In addition, compensation should be
provided for those who have suffered as a result of any breaches, and mechanisms put in
place to guard against future breaches. Effective implementation of these remedies may

require independent monitoring and enforcement. In other words, Canada's intemational

human rights obligations cannot be met simply by increasing the level of resources
devoted to First Nations children,

if the way in which those

resources are structured and

delivered does not achieve substantive equality and the durable protection of children's
rights.

PART

7.

I - FACTS

On September 14,2009, the Tribunal issued an order granting Amnesty Interested

Party status in the hearing of the Complaint pursuant to section 50 of the CHRA.
Amnesty was given the right to participate by way of final legal submissions, written
and/or oral,

to be presented at the conclusion of the evidence and after the legal

submissions of the other parties.

On December 21, 2009, the Attorney Generâl fìled a preliminary motion to
dismiss the complaint, which was heard by the Chairperson of the Tribunal on June 2 and

8.

2010. Amnesty filed written submissions and participated in the hearing before
the Tribunal. Amnesty also participated as a pafly in the subsequent judicial review
June 3,

proceedings before the Federal Court, and

in the appeal of that clecision before the

Federal Court of Appeal.l

g.
it

Although Amnesty did not participate in the eviclentiary phase of the proceedings,

has remained apprised

presented before the

of the documents

exchanged, witnesses called and evidence

Tribunal. Based on its review of this record, Amnesty

accepts the

facts as set out in the written submissions of the Canadian Human Rights Commission,
the First Nations Child and Family Caring Society of Canada (the "Caring Society") and
the Assembly of First Nations.

PART

l0

II

- ISSUES

'llribunal by addressing the following issues
Amnesty will seek to assist the

I Firsr Nntiols

Cttilfl ortrl Fomily Caring Society of Canudu v, Cunada (Altomey Getreral),2012FC445,
aff d 2013 FCA 75 (* FNC FCSC')

4
a)

The interpretation and application of the CHRA must respect Canada's
obligations under international law;

b)

The CHRA must be interpreted and applied to respect the prohibition
against formal and substantive discrimination in international human rights
law;

c)

The CHRA must be interpreted and applied to respect Canada's obligations
to protect children;

d)

Canada's international obligations must be met regardless of how a service
is delivered; and

e)

Canada's obligations include the requirement to take special and positive
measures, and provide effective remedies

PART

A.
I

1.

III

- SUBMISSIONS

The interpretation and application of the CHRA must respect Canada's
obligations under international law
The interpretation and application of sections 5(a), 5(b) and 53 of the CHRA to

the facts of this case must take into account, and ultimately respect, Canada's obligations
under international human rights law, particularly given the important role of the CHRA

in discharging those obligations.

12.

Canada has long recognized that the values and principles enshrined

in

its

international legal obligations are a "relevant and persuasive" source of law for the
purpose of interpreting domestic statutes.2 International law is particularly important to
consider when interpreting and applying quasi-constitutional domestic human rights
legislation like the CHRA, since such statutes are an essential means through which
Canada is expected

to, and does, implement its international human rights obligations.

The role domestic human rights tribunals are designed to play in this regard is clear from

the expansive language in the instruments themselves, and the purposive interpretation
they are to be given. It has also been affrrmed by United Nations ("LINI") treaty bodies,3
2 Reference re Public Service Employee Relutìotts Act (Alberta), I I 9S7] 1 SCR 3 I 3 (per Dickson CJ,
dissãnting on other grounds) at 348; R v Hupe,2007 SCC 26,[2007)2 SCR 292 ("Hupe") at paras' 35-39,
fi-56; õivito v Caiaila (I,ublÍc Søfety and Entergenc! Preporelness), 2013 SCC 47 atparas.22-28
("DiviÍo"); R v Shurpe,1200ll I SCR 45 at paras' 175,178
3
Committee on the Rights of the Child, Generul Comntent No. 2: The role of independent nqtional human
rights institutions in tie protectíon and promotion of the rights of the child,U.N' Doc. CRC/CC1200212
(íOOZ) atparas. I and 9;- Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Conunent No. 5: General

5

relied upon by the Government of Canada in its representations to those treaty bodies,a
and acknowledged by this Tribunal in its jurisprudence'S

13.

Canada's obligations under international human rights law come from a variety

of

sources, which often overlap.6 They are set out in binding treaties that Canada has
ratified or acceded to, includin gthe convention on the Rights of the chitd ("cRC")7 - the
most widely ratified human rights treaty in historys -the International Covenant on Civil
and political Rights ("ICCPR'),e the International Covenant on Economic, Social and

Cultural Rights (*ICESCR'),10 and the International Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Disqimination ("CERD-).tt They are also found in the principles of
customary intemational law, which form part of the Canadian common law under the

doctrine

of adoption.l2 Finally,

Canada's international obligations are set out in

declaratory instruments, such as

the

(Jniversal Declaration

on Human

Rights

(*UDHR)t3 and the tJnited Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(*UN Declaration"),// which encapsulate and reflect elements of customary and
measures of implementation of the Convenrion on the Rights of the Child,-lJ.N. Doc' CRC/GC/2003/5
(2003) (ðnC'wo.5,,), at parã. 65; Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General
social and
Comment No. I0: The roie of national human rights inslitutions in the proÍection of economic,
and
Social
Economic,
on
4;
Committee
paras.
3
and
(199S),
at
culturalrrgåts, U.N. Ooc.f,tC.lZtlggS/25
rights,
cultural
and
social
in
economíc,
Non-discríminalion
No.
20:
Comment
Cultural RIghts, Generol
U.N. Doc. E/C.12lGCl20 (2009) (*CESCR No. 20"), atpara' 40
o
Canada (1998), at
Government of Canada, Core ¿ocumentformiug pørl of the reporls of Slales Patties:

paras.95, 130, 138

, Nuoty v. Johnston,l989 CanLII 151 (CHRT), atp.37; Brown v. Canqtla (RoyalCøttsdìan Mounled
Polìce), (2004) CanLIl 30 (CHRT) at para. 8l
u
Divito, at paras. 22-28; FNCFCSC, at para.353; Baker v. Ctmada (Mirtister of Citizenshìp and
tnunigiatio)4, tl999l2 SCR 817, atparas. 69-71; Canatla (Hunmn Rights Commission) v' Taylor,fl990l
3 S,C,R. 892 at Paras. 36-37,43-44'
7
Conventìott on rhe Rights of the Chí\d,44/25 of 20 November 1989, (entered into force 2 September,
1990) ("C/?C').
8

s

R. v. Sharpe, 2001 SCC 2 atpara.177
Interntúiottnl Covenant on Ctvìl ond Political Rights,l6 December 1966,999 U.N'T'S. 171, Can' T'S'

1976No. 47,61.L.M.368(enteredintoforce 23Mar.lgT6,accessionbyCanada l9May 1976)
("ICCPR")
io
Inturroíìonal Coventtnt on Economic, Socittl tnd Cultursl Rights,l6 December 1966,993 U.N'T'S' 3'
1976)
Can. T.S. 1976 No. 46,61.L.M.360 (entered into force 3lan.1976, accession by Canada 19May

('Ic¿'^sclt")

ltttlernaliottttl ConvettÍÍon on the Elimìnaliott of Att Forms of Rtrcirtl Discriminatiott,2l December
1970)'
1965,660U.N.T.S. 195,5I.L.M. 352 (entered intã force 4 Jan.1969, accession by Canada 14 Oct.

ì1

(*cERD")
t' Hupe atpara.39

1948,217 A (lll) ("UDHR")
't,u C.n.tuf issernbly, (Jniversol Declar¡ilìott of ÍIumnn Righls,l0 December
/
UÑ C"n"rul esseáUly, Ilnited Natiotts Deiloratiott on the Righls of ltttligenous Peoples : resolution

adopted by the General Assembly, 2 October 2007, A/RES l6l/295 (" UN Declarutìort")

6

conventional law and its progressive interpretation. The UN Decløration

human rights instrument that no country
Canada formally endorsed on Novemb

in the world currently

er 12, 2010

- a consensus

opposes, and which

- is of particular relevance given the

subject matter of this case, and has been cited by courls in considering the services
delivered to First Nations people.ls

Also relevant are the views of the UN treaty bodies charged with interpreting a
particular human rights treaty. The International Court of Justice has explained that it

14.

..ascribefs] great weight to the interpretation adopted" by these independent bodiesl6, and
Canadian courts have relied on them

international obligations.

15.

1

in determining the content and scope of Canada's

7

Courtsls and human rights tribunalsle

- including this Tribunal20 - have referred

to and relied upon a broad range of relevant intemational legal sources to interpret and
apply domestic human rights legislation. The same approach should be adopted here. In

light of the impact of international law on the interpretation of domestic statutes in
general, and the close relationship between human rights legislation like the CHRA and
Canada's international human rights obligations in particular, there is no doubt that

- "intemational

one provincial human rights tribunal put

it

ttSittto,r v. Canadn (Alorney General),2013 FC

lll7

-

as

instruments can prove to be

alpara. 121; FNCFCSC at paras.353-354

(,,international instruments zuch as lhe UNDRIP and the Convenlion on the Rights of the Childmay also
possible, an
inform the contextual approach to statutoty interpretation... As a result, insofar as it may be
has also
ofCanada
Governlnent
The
preferred.")
is
principles
anð
values
these
that
refleôis
interpretation
on the
Committee
the
Charter:
recognized that the UN Declaratior is a relevant iout." when interpreting

Eliminarion of lìacial pi"riä"ätiä;, ftñ;;;;ì;", summary recorà of thi 2742nd meeting -'19'b and 20th
periodic reports of can ada, u.N. Doc. CERD/C/SR.2 1 42 (Mat ch 20 l2), at para. 3 9
t6
Republicof GuineavDemocrilicRepublicof theCongo, Judgmentof30November20l0, ICJRepo*s
2010 at paras. 66-68

t' D¡vito, at para. 26; FNCFCSC
r8

at

para' 155.

footnote I, supra
de
v. Cuno¿¡ai Union of Public Employees, 201 I HRTO 126 at para. 11:; Commlssion des lrolts
des
para.
Commissíon
16:'
Irr personne et des droìts de iu ieunesse i, Luvetdìère,2}}ï QCTDP l5 at
49 (QC TDP) at
dro¡ts le la personne et des dioíts tle la jeunesse v Muksteel Québec Inc, 1997 CanLII
paras. l2-18
ào
Dny r. Cunada (Department of Notionnl Defence),2002 CanLll45923 (CHRT) at para' 37;
(Royul Canudian
weaty v. Joltnston,(l'9S9) C.H,R.R. D/10 (CHRT) at p.35-37 Stunley v. Canala
(Mìnísrer of
antl
Cona¡la
ßuìley
potice)
p.
86;
(l9ïi),(1987) CanLIl 98 (CHRT) at 80,
Motínrcd
p'
62
(CHRT)
at
Nalionol Revenue), 1980 CanLII 5
ß

See

lu¡il
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reliable tools for interpreting our domestic standards, particularly in the area of human
rights."2l

16.

One important means by which international human rights obligations influence

statutory interpretation is through the presumption of conformity. That presumption has

two key aspects. First, the legislature is presumed to act in compliance with Canada's
international obligations, such that "where there is more than one possible interpretation

of a provision in

domestic legislation, tribunals and courts

will

seek

to avoid

an

interpretation that would put Canada in breach of its international obligations." Second,
the legislature is presumed to comply with the "values and principles" of international

law, which "form part of the context in which statutes are enacted, and courts will
therefore prefer a construction that reflects them."22

17.

The presumption

of

conformity may only be rebutted where there

is

"an

unequivocal legislative intent to default on an international obligation."23 No such
intention can be found in anywhere in the language of the CHRA.

18-

Accordingly, in determiniirg major issues raised in this case - what constitutes the

denial of a service under section 5(a), whether there has been adverse differentiation
under section 5(b), and,

if

either has been established, what remedies should be granted

under section 53 of the CHRA

-

Canada's international obligations must be respected.

As can be seen from the decision of the Federal Court (upheld by the Federal Court of

Appeal) on Canada's motion

to

dismiss

in this matter, and consistent with

the

presumption of conformity, any interpretation and application of the CHRA that fails to
respect those obligations cannot be justified.2a

B.

The CHRA must be interpreted and applied to respect the prohibition
against formal and substantive discrimination

19.

Discrimination against children because of their Indigenous identity, their place of

residency, or a combination of these factors, is clearly prohibited under international law.
2t

Conntissíon tles tlroiîs de la personne el tles droits de la jeunesse c. Laverdière,2008 QCTDP

15

(CanLIl) at para. 16,
Hope, atpara.53. See also /WC/ãCSCatparas.35l-354
tt Ibicl. Professor Sullivan adopts the similar standard of whether "it is plain that the legislature intended to
22

enact a provision that is inconsistent with international
5th ed. ('Ioronto: Butterwotths, 2008) alp.549
'o T NCFCSC at paras. 351-354.

law":

see

Sullivnn on lhe Conslruclíon of Stutules,

I
Sections 5(a) and 5(b)

of tbe CFIRA must be interpreted and applied in manner that

reflects and respects the seriousness and scope of the prohibition of discrimination under

law.

of the CHRA that does not hold the
provision of services to First Nations children to the requirement of formal and
intemational

Indeed, any interpretation

substantive equality would mean that the standard for discrimination under that statute

-

a regime designed, at least in part, to reflect and implement Canada's international human

rights obligations

- does not meet the basic standard for human rights established under

customary and conventional international law.

The prohibition against racial discrimination has achieved the status of a
peremptory norm in international [aw.25 It has also been codifîed and incorporated into a

20.

wide variety of international legal instruments, including the CRC,26 ICCPR,27 ICESCR,28
and CERD,2e as

21.

well

as the UDHR3Ù and the UN Declaration.sr

Under international law, "discrimination" occurs when an individual or group is

subject

to "any

distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference that

is directly or

indirectly" based on an enumerated or analogous ground (which the various instruments
have expanded in various ways) and "which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or
impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exerciseo on an equal footing" of rights protected
under domestic or international law.32 Discrimination may be direct/formal (inequality
caused

by unequal treatment) or indirect/substantive (inequality caused by the

equal

treatment for groups with relative differences).33 Both forms are prohibited.3a

J. Crawford , Brownlie's Princíples of Publìc Internalìonal Law, 8't'ed. (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 20 12) (" Brownl ie's") al 594-596

2s

26

'7

"

"to

CRC, at Article 2.

ICCPR, Articles 2.1 and24.1

ICESCR, Atticle2.2
CERD,Articles 1.1 and2

UDHR, at articles 2 andT
3t (JN
DechrotÍon, Article2
CESCR No. 20 at para. 7. For similar language, see: CERD, Art 1.l; Human Rights Committee,
General Comment No. l8: Non-discrimihation,4 October 1990 (Vol. I) (Supp) (HRC No. 18"), at paras'
6-7. As will be seen in Paft C of these subrnissions, a number of rights protected under international law
are engaged in this case, including the right to stay within a family environment, cultural rights, and the
right to an adequate standard ofchild welfare services.
33
UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), General Recontmendation No- 32
'l'he meaning and scope of special meq.sures ín the Internqtional Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms [ofl Racial Disui¡nination,24 September 2009, CERDiClGCl32 (*CERD No, 32"), at paras. 7-8
32

9

22.

The CRC, ICCPR, ICESCR, CERD, UDI'IR, and UN Declaration all explicitly

prohibit discrimination against a group or individual on the basis of race or ethnicity. On

its face, this must include discrimination on the basis of Indigenous identity, and treaty
bodies have confirmed that this is the case.3s Discrimination that arises because a First

Nations person lives on a reserve is equally impermissible.36 As the Supreme Court has
recognized, the decision to live on reserve'ogoes to a personal characteristic essential to a

band member's identity, which is no less constructively immutable than religion or
'Where the treatment discriminates both on the basis of First Nations
citizenship."3T

identity andbecause of residency, this constitutes multiple violations of the prohibition of
discrimination.

23.

Discrimination against any individual

or group is strictly prohibited

under

intemational law, but special attention must be given by States parties to ensure that
discrimination against children

-

and, in particular, against children from vulnerable

groups who have suffered a history of discrimination

-

does not occur (and, when

it

cloes,

that special measures are taken to remedy that discrimination, as discussed further in Part

III.E of these submissions, below). The Committee on the Rights of the Child, which is
the treaty bocly responsible for the CAC, emphasized this point in discussing the treaty's
prohibition of discrimination in the context of access to child welfare services:
States parlies have a responsibility to monitor and combat discrimination

whatever forms it takes and wherever it occurs - within families,
communities, schools or other institutions. Potential dilcrimination in
âccess to qualitt¡ sernices for younq child4en is a particular conge-rnt
welfare and other services are not
esneciallv w here health. educa

in

f

u
3a

See,

for example: HRC No..t8, at paras. 8,

l0;

CESCÀ No, 20, at para' 8; CERD No, 32 atparas.T-70;

UN Co¡nmittee òn the Rights of the Child (CRC), Generul comment No. 14 (2013) on the right of the child
ro have his or her best interests taken a s a primary consideration (art, 3, para. l),29 May 2013, CRC
|C|GC|I (CRC No, 14"), atpara.4l
Commitiee on the Rights of the Child, Generol Conmtent No. 1I: Indígenous Children and their Rìghts
ttnder the Convention,Ù.N. loc. CRC/C/GC/2009/l I (2009) (*CRC No. 11") atpara.23; Committee on
the Elminiation of Iìacial Discimination, General Recommendalion No. 23: Indigenous Peoples, U.N' Doc.
A/52/18, annex V at 122 (1991) (*CERD No. 23"), at para. 4(b)'
Rights ("CESCR") has stated that a "flexible
'u The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural
approach" should be taken to the ground of"other status" in the /CfSC1l, and that "[t]he exercise of
iouenant rights should not be conditional on, or determined by, a person's current or former place of
residence": see CfSCit No. 20, at paras. 2l and 34, See also CESCR, General Commenl No, I9: The
right to social security, U.N. Doc. E/C.12/GC119 (2008) at para. 64

"

37

corbièrev. canada (Minister of tndian and Northern Affuirs),u999)2 SCR 203 alpara.

14

10

State. nrivate anrl charitable otganizations. As a first step, the
Committee encourages States partics to monitor the availability of and
access to quality services that contribute to young children's survival and

development, including through systematic data collection, disaggregated
in terms of major variables related to children's and families' background
uired that
and circumstances. As a second sten. actions mav be

awareness about discrimination against vo,ung children
and aqainst vulnerable groups in particular.'

in

qeneral.

24.

First Nations children in Canada are precisely this type of vulnerable group.
Canada's historical treatment of First Nations children, and the continuing effects of that
treatr4ent on First Nations people today, was the subject of detailed evidence led in these

proceedings, and is generally beyond debate. As the Supreme Court recently put it,

"courts must take judicial notice

of

such matters as the history

of

colonialism,

displacement, and residential schools and how that history continues to translate into

lower educational attainment, lower incomes, higher unemployment, higher rates of
substance abuse and suicide, and of course higher levels of incarceration for Aboriginal
, ,,39
peoples.

25.

Against this backdrop, Canada's international obligations demand that domestic

institutions like this Tribunal, which are charged with identifying and remedying
cliscrimination, do so with heightened alacrity, and a keen eye to achieving substantive
equality, in cases involving discrimination against First Nations children.

26.

The fact that the federal government provides unequal and inadequate funding for

child welfare services to First Nations children living on reserve and in the Yukon, as
compared to that which other levels of government provide to all other children, is
anathema to the prohibition against discriminatiou under international law. Simply put,

is not permissible to treat two

groups inequitably strictly on the basis,

it

or as a

consequence, of the fact that one group is Indigenous. That is why the Committee on the

Rights of the Child has called on Canada to "[t]ake immediate steps to ensure that in law
Conrmittee on the Rights of the Child, General Commenl No. 7: Implementing child rights ín early
chitdhood, U.N, Doc CPICICÆCÆ (2005) atpara' l2 [emphasis added].

38

3e

R v lpeelee,2012SCC 13 at para.60 [emphasis added]. See also FNCFCSC,aIpara.334 ("...[N]o one

can seriously dispute that Canada's First Nations people are amongst the nlost disadvantaged and
marginalized rnembers of our society.")
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and in practice, Aboriginal children have

full

access

to all government services and

receive resources without discrimination."4O

C.

T}re CHRA must be interpreted and applied to respect Canada's obligations
to protect children

27.

The prohibition against discrimination comes into even shatper focus when

considered alongside some of Canada's additional obligations under the CRC, ICCPR,
ICESCR, CERD, and UN Declaration, which can be summarized as

follows:

Canada

must consider the best interests of Indigenous children in all of its actions, including by
preserving their family environment and protecting their cultural identity through the

provision of appropriate child welfare services

28.

The

- all without discrimination.

CHM should be interpreted in a manner that

gives

full effect to these

obligations by finding a breach of section 5 in cases where Canada fails to meet them.

i.

Acting in the best interests of the child

29. In matters conoerning children,

Canada must abide by the overarching "best

interests of the child" principle enshrined in the CrRC. Article 3.1 of the CRC sets out
that "[i]n all actions concerning children, whether unclertaken by public or private social
welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best
interests of the child shall be a primary consideration." Accorcling to the Committee on

the Rights of the Child, government, parliament and the judiciary must take active
measures to implement this principle, and systematically consider it in every decision and

action.al

30.

The best interests of the child principle is fundamentally irreconcilable with any

conduct that discriminates against some First Nations children, such as those living on
reserve,

by affording them a lesser degree of protection- or no protection at all - for

rights protected under domestic or international law.

ii.

Preserving a child's family environment

a0

Committee on the Rights of the Child, Cottcludìng Ohservntiottx Consideration of Canada's Third and
Fourrh Reports on the Convention on the Rights of the Child by the UN Committee on the Rights of the
Child, CRC/C /CAN/CO/3-4 (17 September - 5 October,2012) (*CRC Cottcluding Observatíotts") at para.
33(d).

ut

cRC

No.

s, at para,

12

t2

3i.

Canada's treaty commitments require that the government act

to

preserye a

child's family environment, unless the best interests of the child require otherwise. The
removal of First Nations children from their homes in circumstances where it is not in the

best interests of the child violates this international obligation. Where First Nations
children on reserve and in the Yukon are removed in greater numbers than all other
children due to differences in the degree and structure of funding and resources, there is
an additional violation of the principle of non-discrimination.

32.

The obligation to protect a child's family environment is reflected throughout the

CAC (see, for example, articles 5,7.1,8.1 and 18.i), but is set out most clearly in article
9.1:
States Parties shall ensure that a child shall not be separated from his
or her parent"s, against their will, except when competent authorities
subject to judicial review determine, in accordance with applicable law
and procedures, that such separation is necessaly for the best interests of
the child, Such cletermination may be necessary in a particular case such as
one involving abuse or neglect of the child by the parents, or one where
the parents are living seqarately and a decision must be made as to the

child's place of residence.a2

The corollary of the obligation to protect a child's family environment is the
obligation to provide the necessary support to parents in order to ensure that the child's

33.

other rights under international law are respected. To this end, article 18.2 of the CRC
requires that

For the putpose of guaranteeing and promoting the rights set forth in the
present Convention, States Parties shall render appropriate assistance to
parents and legal guardians in the performance of their child-rearing
responsibilities and shall ensure the development of institutions, facilities
and services forthe care ofchildren.

34.

Even where a child suffers harm from his/her parents, the CRC requires that,

where appropriate, States parties take measures

to

support that child's parents ol

guardians so that the family environment may be preserved or re-established. Ar-ticle 19
states:

a2

[Emphasis added]
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States Parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social
and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or
negligent treatment,
abuse, neglect
mental violence, injury
while in the care of
abuseo
maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual
parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the

or

or

child.

Such protective measures should, as appropriate, include effective
procedures for the establishment of social programmes to provide
care of the
f'or those who have
nnort for the child
necessarv
prevention
and for identification,
child. as well as for other forms of
reporting, referral, investigation, treatment and follow-up of instances of
child maltreatment described heretofore, and, as appropriate, for judicial
involvement.a3

35.

Similarly, article 27 of the CRC requires that where a child's family environment

fails to meet "a standard of living adequate for the child's physical, mental, spiritual,
moral and social development", States parties "shall take appropriate measures to assist
parents and others responsible for the child to implement this right and shall in case of
need provide material assistance and support programmes, particularly with regard to

nutrition, clothing and housing." Rather than remove children from a substandard family
environment, the obligation is to first try and assist parents in order to improve that
environment.

36.

The Committee on the Rights of the Child has explained what the CAC requires in

the context of preserving the family environment for Indigenous children, concluding as

follows:

Article 5 of the Convention requires States parties to respect the rights,
responsibilities and duties of parents or where applicable, the members of
the extended family or community to provide, in a mannel consistent with
the evolving capacities of all children, appropriate direction and guidance
in the exercise by the child of the rights recognizecl in the Convention'
emented to
measures are
should ensure
Statcs
bv
ous families and co
safesuard he intesritv of in
ln
wjtþ articles 3. 5. 18. 25 and 27(3-)Jf the Convention.
States parties should, in cooperation with indigenous families and
communities, collect data on the family situation of indigenous children,
including children in foster care and adoption plocesses. Such inf-ormation
a3

[Errphasis added]

T4

shoulcl be used to design policies relating to the family environment and
alternative care of indigenous children in a culturally sensitive way.
Maintainine the best interests of the- child and the inteerity of
unities should be n rrma r-v
indisenous families and
considerations in development" social serryices, health and education

ffins
37.

indie"nour.hild

One of the main rationales for protecting a child's family environment can be

seen in the pre-amble to the CAC, which states:

Convinced that the family, as the fundamental group of society and the
natural environment for the growth and well-being of all its members and
particularly children, should be afforded the necessary protection and
assistance so that it can fully assume its responsibilities within the
community,
Recognizing that the child, for the full and harmonious development of his
or her personality, should grow up in a family environment, in an
atmosphere of happiness, love and understanding...

38.

Canada's obligation to protect a child's family environment is found

treaties as

in

other

well. Article 23.1 of the ICCPR sets out that "[t]he family is the natural and

fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by society and the State."

in the

same vein, article 10.1 of the ICESCR requires that "the widest possible protection

and assistance should be accorded to the family, which is the natural and fundamental
group unit of society, particularly for its establishment and while it is responsible for the
care and education of dependent children."

39.

The obligation to protect a child's family environment is also echoed in the

UDHR

-

a fundamental constitutive document of the LIN that was passed by the General

in

Assembly

1948 and

is widely

considered

to have

become part

of

customary

international law. Article l6(3) states that "ft]he family is the natural and fundamental
group unit of society and is entitled to protection by society and the State", and article

25(2) provides that "fm]othelhood and childhood are entitled to special care

and

assistance."

As these treaties and declarations make clear, the removal of First Nations
children fi'om their farnily environment in disproportionate numbers - in circumstances

40.

oo

CRC No.

11, at paras. 46-47 (emphasis added)

l5
where other, less disruptive measures could ensure their protection just as (or more)

effectively, and where these removals are the consequence of the agencies providing
services having received unequal and inadequate funding - is wholly inconsistent with
Canada's international obligations to preserve a child's family environment without
discrimination.

iii.
41.

Protecting a child's cultural rights

to protect a child's family environment is related to
it has under intemational law: the requirement to protect a child's

Canada's commitment

another obligation

cultural rights. In the area of child welfare, this requires Canada to ensure that First
Nations children are dealt with in a culturally competent manner that does not
compromise their ability to develop and maintain unique languages, customs, traditions
and cultural identities.

42.

Article 30 of the C/lC speaks specifically to the issue of cultural rights in the

context of Indigenous children:

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities or persons
of indigenous origin exist, a child belonging to such a minority or who is
indigenous shall not be denied the right, in community with other members
of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practise
his or her own religion, or to use his or her own language'

43.

In discussing the obligations of States Parties in this regard, the Committee on the

Rights of the Child has explained that the protection of an Indigenous child's right to
culture is connected to the preservation of that child's family environment:
Furthermore, States should always ensure that the principle of the best
interests of the child is the paramount consideration in any alternative care
placement of indigenous children and in accordance with article 20 (3) of
ihe Convention pay due resard to thc desirability of continuitv in the
np and to the
childts u
's ethnic. relisious. Itural and
children
linsuistic b ksround. In States narties where indisen

ented amons

âre

ent. sneciallv
n

c

familv
senarated from
evelnned
srrres
should
be
nolicv mea
commu

care outside their community, the State party should take spccial

t6
cân ma

to

identitv.

child's unique culture through "continuity" in their family
environment is also an important component of determining what constitutes the best

44.

Protecting

a

interests of the child:

Children are not a homogeneous group and therefore diversity must be
taken into account when assessing their best interests... The right of the
child to preserve his or her identity is guaranteed by the Convention (art.
8) and must be respected and taken into consideration in the assessment of
the child's best interests.
Regarding religious and cultural identity, for example, when considering a
foster home or placement for a child, due-Jegard shall be paid to the
desirabilitv of continuitv in a ch d's unbrinpins and to the chil¡lts
d

ion-maker

into considera

context when assessing and determining the childrs best interests.

45.

More generally, protecting a child's cultural rights requires ensuring that services

are delivered

in

a culturally competent manner by people with the proper experience and

training. The Committee on the Rights of the Child has explained that "fp]rofessionals
working with indigenous children should be trained on how consideration should be
given to cultural aspects of children's rights." This would include training on "the
importance of considering collective cultural rights in conjunction with the determination

of the best interests of the child."a7

46.

As with the obligation to protect a child's farnily environment, the obligation to

protect the cultural rights of Indigenous children also appears in other treaties and
declaratory instruments. The UN Declaration sets out several rights relating to this issue,

including the right of Indigenous peoples:

u5
oo

u'

a)

"to maintain and strengthen their distinct political, legal, economic, social
and cultural institutions" (article 5);

b)

"not to be subjected to forced assimilation or destruction of their culture"
and the requirement that States parties prevent and provide redress for

CRC No. I I, ar para.48 [emphasis added].
CRC No. 14, at paras.55-56 femphasis added]

cRC

No. I I , af paras.33, 80.
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.'[a]ny action which has the aim or effect of depriving

[lndigenous
pèoples] of their integrity as distinct peoples, or of their cultural values or
ethnic identities" (article 8);
c)
1

"to practise and revitali ze their cultural traditions and customs" (afiicle

1);

"to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future

d)

generations their
histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and
literatures, and to designate and retain their own names for communities,
places and persons" and the requirement of States parties to "take effective
measures to ensure that this right is protected" (article 13);

e)

"to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual relationship with

their traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used lands, territories,
waters and coastal seas and other resources and to uphold their
responsibilities to future generations in this regard" (article 25);
Ð

4j

.

"to maintain, control,

protect and develop their cultural heritage,

traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions" (article 31);

s)

"determine their own identity or membership in accordance with their
customs and traditions" (article 33); and

h)

"to promote, develop and maintain their institutional structures and their
distinctive customs, spirituality, traditions, procedures, practices" (article
34)

The ICCPR addresses cultural rights

in arlicle 27, which provides that

where

"ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall
not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to enjoy

their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own
language." (Indigenous peoples are considered entitled to the same protections afforded
to "ethnic minorities" under article 27.48)

48.

The ICESCR and CERD also protect cultural rights. Article l5(1Xa) of the

ICESCR recog¡izes "the right of everyone...to take part in cultural life" and requires
States Parties to take necessary steps to ensure "the conservation... of science and

culture.o' Article s(e)(iv) of the CERD guarantees "the right of everyone, without
Lovetace v Cuttotlu (1981), U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/13/D/24/1977 (HRC 1905) at 13.2-15; Länsman v
Fintand (1gg2),u.N. Doc. cCpF\tctsztol'll/1992 (HRC 1994) at9.2-9,3;Poma Pomav Peru (2006),
UN Doc. CCPR/C/95ID1145712006 (HRC 2009) at 7.2'

as
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distinction as to race, colour, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law,

in the enjoyment of... cultural rights, in particular... the right to equal
participation in cultural activities." The Committee on the Elimination of Racial
notably

Disorimination, which is the treaty body for the CERD, has emphasized the importance of
cultural rights for Indigenous peoples, noting that "the preservation of their culture and
their historical identity has been and still is jeopardized."

e

The same substantive obligations are reflected in article 27(l) of Ihe UDHR,
which provides that "everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the

49.

community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits."

50.

These treaties and declarations require that child welfare services for First Nations

children living on reserve be delivered in a culturally competent manner that respects and
promotes their protected cultural rights. The close connection between cultural rights and

a child remaining with his/her parents or guardians fuither emphasizes the fact that the
disproportionate rsmoval of First Nations children from their family environments due to
unequal funding constitutes a serious breach of Canada's obligations under international

human rights

law.

Removing First Nations children from their family environment

jeopardizes their ability to leam and maintain their unique languages, customs, traditions
and beliefs. The risk of these protected cultural rights being compromised is particularly

high where removal places First Nations children outside of their community.

iv.
51,

Providing adequate child welfare services

Canada's commitment to respect the prohibition against discrimination, the best

interests of the child, a child's right to maintain his/her family environment, and a child's

cultural rights all have direct implications for the manneÍ in which Canada provides child

welfare services to First Nations children. Several treaties and declarations reinforce this
conclusion by speaking to Canada's obligation to provide adequate and appropriate social
services without discrimination.

52.

The CRC adverts to this obligation in several provisions. Article 19 requires
States parties to take "protective measures" against child mistreatment, including "the
establishment of social programmes to provide necessary support for the child and for
uoCERD No. 23, at para. 3
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those who have the care of the child, as well as for other forms of prevention and for

identification, repofiing, referral, investigation, tteatment and follow-up of instances of
child maltreatment". Article 27 protects the right of children to "a standard of living
adequate

for the child's physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development"

sets out that States parties "shall

and

in case ofneed provide material assistance and support

programmes, particularly with regard to nutrition, clothing and housing." Both articles
are subject to the general non-discrimination provision in the CÀC.

53.

Article 5(1)(e) of the CERD also speaks to the requirement to provide adequate

child welfare services without discrimination:

In compliance with the fundamental obligations laid down in article 2 of
this Convention, States Parties undeftake to prohibit and to eliminate racial
discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone,
without distinction as to race, colour, or national or ethnic origin, to
equality before the law, notably in the enjoyment of the following rights:

(e) Economic, social

and cultural rights, in particular:

(iv)

The right to public health, medical care, social security
and social services

54.

Uil Declaration, which aff,irms that "Indigenous
individuals also have the right to access, without any discrimination, to all social and
So too does article 24 of the

health services."

The importance of ensuring that adequate chilcl welfare services are provided to
First Nations communities without discrimination can be seen in the Committee on the
Rights of the Child's Concluding Observations on Canada, which reviewed and

55.

the child welfare services provided to First Nations communities. After
expressing concem over the "significant oveffepresentation" of First Nations children in

acJd¡essed

out-of home cu."so, the Committee determined that Canada should (i) "take urgent
measures to address disparities in access to services by all children facing situations of

to

CRC Cotrclutlirtg Observnliotrs, at paras. 32(a), 55(e)
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vulnerability, including ethnic minorities"tt; (ii) take "immediate steps to ensure that in
law and in practice, Aboriginal children have full access to all govemment services and

receive resources without discrimination"52;

(iii),

provide "culturally appropriate

services" to parents or guardians of Indigenous children "to enable them to fulfrll their
parenting role"53; and (iv) take "immediate preventive measures to avoid the separation

of children from their family

environment by providing appropriate assistance and

support services to parents and legal guardians".ta

Th"t" recommendations recognize the

reality that providing adequate and appropriate child welfare setvices, without
discrimination, can have a direct impact on the ability to protect the rights of First
Nations children, including their right to maintain their family environment and their
unique culture.

D.

Canada's international obligations must be met regardless of how a service is
delivered

The fact that child welfare services in Canada are delivered by various levels of
govermnent, in coordination with certain non-govemment entities, does not detract from

56.

Canada's requirement to meet its international obligations.

57.

It is a key principle of customaryss and conventionals6 intemational law that the
state, as a federal entity, is ultimately responsible for meeting its international legal
obligations, regardless of its internal laws, constitutional division of powers and/ot
reliance on private parties to perform state functions. In other forums, Canada itself has

correctly characteúzed this principle

58.

as a "cornerstone

rule" of international law.s7

Applying the principle to the obligations set out in the CRC the Committee on the

Rights of the Child concluded as follows:

5t

CRC Concludirtg Observntiotts, at paras. 33(b)

t" CRC CottcludÍng ObservotÍottq at para. 33(a)

t'

to

CRC Concluding Observalions, aL para. 54
CRC Cotrcluding Observsliotts, at para. 56

Malcolm N. Sha;, InÍernutional Lttw, 5'h Edition, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003) at
pp.l25and102(cítíngPotishNationqlsinDanzigCasellg32lPCIJ,SeriesA/8,No.44,pp.21,24and

5s

The

Georges Pinson case, 5 RIAA, p. 327);

t" V¡nrr,ri Conventiott on the Luwi of Treatìes,23May 1969, Treaty Series, vol. I155, p. 331 (entry into
force2i January 1980), Arlicles2T and 46(1) (Canada is bound by the Vienna Convention)
57
ln the nratter of an Arbilrufiott under Chapter Eleven of NAFTA between Claylon and the Goverrunent
of Canada,(December g,201|),Counter-Memorial (Public Velsion), at para, 271 [excerpt]
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The Committee has found it necessary to emphasize to many States that

decentralization of power. throush devolution and delesation of
sovernment. does not in anv vvâv reduce the direct resnonsibilitv of
to all children
the State Darfv's Government to fulfïl its o
wlthin its iurisdiction. regardless of the State structure.
The Committee reiterates that in all circumstances the State which ratified
or acceded to the Convention remains responsible for ensuring the full
implementation of the Convention throughout the territories under its
jurisdiction. In anV p{ocess of devolution, States parties have to make
sure that the devolved authorities do have the necessarv financial.
human and other.resources effectivelv to discharge responsibilities for
the implementation of the Convention. The Governments of States
parties must retain powers to require fulI compliance with the Convention
by devolved administrations or local authorities and must establish
permanent monitoring mechanisms to ensure that the Convention is
respected and applied for all children within its jurisdiction without
re that
be safepuards to
discrimination. Further, there
in the
lead
to
disctimination
does
not
devolution
decentralization or
enioyment of rishts bv children in different regions.'"

Similar points have been made by the treaty bodies responsible for the ICCPR,ICESCR
and CERD.se

59.

This principle has four important consequences in this case.

60.

First,

it

augul's in favour of a broad definition of "provision

section 5 of the CHRA

-

of,.. services" in

particularly when considered together with the presumption of

conformity and the important role that the CHM plays in meeting Canada's international

obligations. As explained above, the provision of services, such as child welfare
services, directly engages Canada's intemational human rights obligations. To deny
claimants the human rights protections of the CHRA because entities apart from the
fèderal government are also involved in providing the service in question is wholly
inconsistent with the principle that Canada is ultimately responsible for meeting its
international legal obligations. (The impact of international law on the interpretation of
tt CRC No.5,

at paras. 40-41; CRC No. 1I , at pata.78 [emphasis added].
Committee, General Contmettl 31: Nqlure of the General Legal Obligation on States
Rights
Humun
"
Parties to the Covenarl, U.N. Doc. CCPPJC l2l/Rev.1lAdd.l3 (2004) atpaÍa.4; Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, Cottcluding Observalíotts on lhe Goventntenl of Cnnrrlr, UN Doc.
ElC.12l1/Add,3 I (4 December 1998) at para. 52; Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
General Comment No. 9: The Domestic Application of the Covenairl, U.N. Doc.E/C.1211998124 (1998)
(*CESCR No. 9") at paras. 7-10; Cornmittee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Genetal
Recommentlnfíott No. 20: Non-discrímínatory implementalion of rights andf'eedoms (Art. 5), UN Doc.
Al51/18 (SUPP), Annex VIII (1 January 1996), af para. 5; CERD No. 32, at para-31
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"services" was canvassed in greater detail in Amnesty's submissions on Canada's motion

to dismiss, which Amnesty will not repeat again here, but adopts and relies upon for the
purposes of these submissions.)

61,

Second, the inabilíty

to rely on internal laws to avoid intemational obligations

confirms that finding an exact "mirror" comparator group
services from the same level
conduct

of

government said

- is not required to establish discrimination

to be

-

that is, a group receiving

engaging

in

discriminatory

for the purposes of those obligations'

Were it otherwise, states could shield themselves from all international responsibility to
prevent formal and substantive discrimination simply by ensuring that different private
parties or levels of government are responsible for the delivery of services to different

groups. Such an absurd result fînds no basis in international law, and was properly
rejected by the Federal Court and Federal Court of Appeal on the motion to dismiss
brought by Canada earlier in these proceedings.60

62. A third and related point is that when evaluating whether discrimination has
occurred under international law, a comparison may be drawn between a group receiving
a service from the federal goveüìment (First Nations children

living on reserve and in the

Yukon) and a group receiving the same service fi'om a different entity, such as a
provincial goverrìment (all other children, including First Nations children living off
reserve). Again, for the pulposes of Canada's obligations under international human
rights law, the question of whether a seryice is delivered via federal or provincial organs,

or a combination thereof, is inelevant. Put differently, in evaluating compliance with
international obligations, there is only one service provider: the entirety ofthe federal
Canadian state.

Finally, the principle supports the conclusion that, in order to remedy any
breaches of Canada's international obligations with respect to the delivery of child

63.

welfare services to First Nations children, a funding structure must be put in place that
avoids jurisdictional

or

inter-departmental disputes, and focuses on meeting those

obligations as fully and effectively as possible'

óo

See

/"NCI"CSC
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E.

Canada's obligations include the requirement to take special and positive
measures, and provide effective remedies

64.

If the Tribunal

concludes that there has been a violation of section 5 in this case,

then it must determine the appropriate remedial order(s) to be made under section 53 of
the CHRA. In canying out this exercise,

it is important to consider what measures

are

required to meet Canada's various international human rights obligations, as well as what

is required to provide an effective remedy for breaches of those obligations. Against this

backdrop, Amnesty submits that the remedies sought by the complainants are fully
consistent with international human rights law.

65.

Tuming first to the measures required to meet Canada's international obligations,

the relevant treaties and declarations all refer to the need to take action to achieve
substarrtive equality. ï'hus, where there is discrimination due to the unequal and
inadequate level of financial and other resouÍces being provided to First Nations children,

there is an obligation to end this discrimination and take the positive measures necessary

to address the situation of

disadvantage that has been created, including providing

for child welfare services delivered to those children'
Indeed, given the history of discrimination against First Nations peoples, the deep
challenges that they continue to face today, and the unique cultural considerations
increased funding and resources

engaged in the context of caring for Indigenous children, meeting Canada's international

obligations requires taking additional measures (sometimes referred

to as "special

measures") in order to achieve substantive equality quickly and effectively.

66.

'With

respect to the CRC, article 4 states that "states Parties shall undertake all

appropriate legislative, administrative, and other measures for the implementation of the

rights recognized in the present Convention." The Committee on the Rights of the Child
has affirmed that this obligation includes taking positive measures to achieve substantive

equality:

The rieht to non-discriminâtion is not a passive oblisation, prohibiting
àlt forms of discrimination in the enjoyment of rights under the
Convention, but also requires appropriate proactive measurçs taLen bvthe State to ensrrre elïective eoua I onnortunities for all c hildren to
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measures aimed at red

67.

Co
a situation of real ineoualitv

Indigenous children are a group that requires such positive measures, and indeed

special measures, including taking steps to identify potential discrimination, and the
allocation of resources to remedy that discrimination. As the Committee explained:

snecial measures
The Committee, through its extensive review of State party reports, notes
âmonp those children who reltUlre
children
that ind tqen
te
of the
of the
their
eni
ation
and
to
discrim
In particular,
narties are rrrøed to consider the nnnlication of soecial eâsures tn
have
tn
to
nutrition, education,
health,
e
âreas
of
servrces ln
aÌ)D
housing, sanitation and juvenile
recreation and sports, ryþlglg,
justice.

fuþ

resource allocation. Dolicies and proqrammes

68.

Canada's other treaty commitments also include the obligation to take positive

and special measures to give effect to protected rights and freedoms.

Article 2 of the ICESCR sets out that a State party must "take steps'.- to the
maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full

69.

realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means..'"

In interpreting this provision, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural

Rights,

which is the relevant treaty body, specified that the "means" used by a State "should be
appropriate in the sense of producing results which are consistent with the full discharge
ot

u'

CRC No. 14, aT.para.4l [emphasis added].
CRC No. 11, aT. paras.24-26 fenphasis addedl
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of its obligations by the State party"ó3, and that it may include financial means.6o The
Committee has also addressed the need for special measures: 'oln order to eliminate
substantive discrimination, States parties may be, and

in

some cases are, under an

obligation to adopt special measures to attenuate or suppress conditions that perpetuate
dlscnmlnaïlon.

70.

,,65

Article 2 of the CERD requires states to undertake to use "all approptiate rteans"

to eliminate racial discrimination, including, "when the circumstances so warrant. '.
special and concrete measures to ensure the adequate development and protection of
certain racial groups or individuals belonging to them, for the purpose of guaranteeing

them the full and equal enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms." The
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Disqimination has concluded that the CERD
also includes a "general positive obligation of States parties to the Convention to secure

human rights and fundamental fi'eedoms on a non-discriminatory basis...", but that the
reference

to "special measures" in article 2 denotes additional

measures specifically

designed to eliminate circumstances of substantive discrimination.66

71.

The obligation to take positive and special measures is also included under article

2.2 of the ICCPR. That provision requires States parlies to take "measures as may be
necessary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant", and the Human

Rights Committee (the relevant treaty body) has confirmed that this includes taking
"special" ancl "positive" measures, pafiicularly when dealing with the rights of children
and the cultural rights of minority populations.6T

72.

Finally, the UN Declaration includes an obligation

to

provide o'effective

mechanisms" to address discrimination, as well as the "prevention of and redress for any
acrion which was the aim or effect of depriving fIndigenous peoples] of their integrity as

ut

CESCR No. 9, atpara 5.
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 3: The nalure of Slates
parties obligations, U.N. Doc. El199ln3 (1990), atpara.T
us
:ESCR No. 20, at para.9
oo
CERD No. 32, at paras, 14,28-35
67
See Iluman Rights Committee, General Comment No, I7: Rights of the child (Art. 24)' U.N. Doc.
Al44/40 (29 September 1989), as published in U.N. Doc. HRI/GEN/l /Rev.7, at paras. I and 4; Human
Rights Commirîee, General Cotnmenl No. 23: Ríghts of Minorities, U.N. Doc. CCPWC12|lRev.l/Add.5
(26 April 1994) at paras. 6.1, 6.2 andT
6a
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distinct peoples, or of their cultural values or ethnic identities."ó8 The UN Declaration
also specifies the need to take positive and special measures to ensure Indigenous peoples

enjoy improving economic ancl social conditions.6e In addition, the UN Declaration calls
on all states to pay "[p]articular attention... to the rights and special needs of indigenous
elders, women, youth, children and persons with disabilities"T0 and to

ootake

measures, in

conjunction with indigenous peoples, to ensure that indigenous women and children

enjoy the

full

protection and guarantees against

all forms of

violence

and

it is a key principle of customary

and

discrimination."Tl

73.

Tuming next to the issue of remedies,

conventional international law that where a state has failed to meet its international legal

- whether with respect to prohibiting formal and substantive discrimination,
ensuring the protection of children, or taking positive and special measures as necessary obligations

it

must provide a timely and effective remedy.t2 With respect to the unequal and

inadequate funding

of child welfare services being provided to First Nations children

living on reserve, a number of remedies find support under international law.

74.

First, particularly given the need to take positive and special measures,

a

requirement to provide the financial and other resources necessary to satisfy all relevant

obligations under human rights law

-

including the obligation to achieve substantive

equality in the delivery of child welfare services
Increasing the level

of financial and other

-

must form part of any remedy.

resources is not a complete cure, however.

Where the breach of an international obligation raises structural or systemic issues

as longstanding discriminatory policies or practices
Indigenous children

-

-

such

in the delivery of funding

to

the underlying violations must be addressed at the structural or

systemic level.73

68

UN
UN
10
UN
1t
UN

6e

Declorolion, article 8.2(a)
Declarulion, article2T

DeclarotÍon, arricle 22.1
DeclaroÍion, anicle22,2
72
rilrongful Acts (appended to
See ILC 2001 Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally
CA Res 56183, l2 Decernber 2001 ), Part Two ("ILC Artìcles o¡t ResponsÍbìlity"); CRC No. 5, at pa|a. 24;
ICCPR,Article 2.3; CESCR No.9,atparas.2-3; CERD,article6; Uníversul Declariliort, article 8
73
General Assembly, SpecÍul Rapporleut on Violence AgninsÍ Women, A/66/215 (l August, 2011) at
para.71; Ceneral Assembly, Report of fhe Special Rapporfeur otî lhe humnn. righl lo srtfe dtinking waler
untl sunìtaÍíorr, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/27155 (30 June 2014) atpara.78'
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75.

A related point is that the delivery of these resources must be structured in

a way

that prioritizes the protection of First Nations children's rights, without delay due to
jurisdictional or inter-departmental disputes over the provision of funding. This is

a

of the requirement to provide an ffictive

remedy, the child-first
o'urgent" and
principle that binds Canada under the CRC, the recognized need for

natural corollary

"immediate" action to address the impact of discrimination against Indigenous children,Ta
and the principle that Canada's internal laws do not detract from its responsibility to

fully

meet its international obligations. In other words, Canada's intemational human rights

obligations cannot be met simply by increasing the level of resources devoted to First
Nations children,

if the way in which

those resources are structured and delivered does

not achieve substantive equality and the durable protection of children's rights.

76.

The need for a remedy that addresSes both the degree and structure of funding

finds further support in Jordan's Principle (as defìned by the Caring Society), which is

entirely consistent with Canada's obligations under international human rights law.
Amnesty notes that a narïow, restrictive interpretation of Jordan's Principle that would

limit the nature of funding disputes where the Principle applies, or the circumstances in
which First Nations children would receive its benefit, does not accord with Canada's
intemational obligations and ought to be rejected, as it recently was by the Federal Court
in Pictou Landing Band Council v Canada (Attorney General).7s

77,

In addition to increasing resources and implementing the necessary

changes, remedies

for

breaches

of

structural

international obligations also normally include

providing compensation to victims who have suffered damages as a result of those
breaches.T6 Where discriminatory conduct is at issue, compensation should address both

physical and psychological damages, including the emotional harm and inherent indignity
suffered as a result of the breach.11

78.

Finally, particularly in cases where there are multiple ongoing violations of

international obligations, an effective remedy should include assurances and guarantees,

'o CRC Conclutlìng Observnliotts, at paras. 33,56.
1s
2013 FC342,atparas. 86. Amnesty was granted leaveto intervene in the appeal of this decision before
the Attorney General discontinued the appeal.
16
Brownlie's, at p. 571; ILC Articles on Responsibility, article 36
B.J. ,. Denmark, CERD|C|S6/D11711999 (CERD 2000)

"
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both by words and by conduct, that the breaches in question will not be repeated.Ts The

form that such assurances and guarantees take will depend on the nature and severity of
the wrongful conduct, and the context in which the remedy is being sought.Te Depending
on the circumstances, states may be required to take concrete, positive steps to establish a
system to ensure intemational obligations are respected in the future.80 This may include

establishing independent institutions to monitor and oversee the obligations in issue. It is
notable that inconsidering children's rights in general, the Committee on the Rights of the

Child has called on the federal govefiìment to establish an independent mechanism "to
ensure comprehensive and systematic monitoring of all children's rights".sl Similarly, the

establishment of a comprehensive and systemic monitoring mechanism for assuring non-

repetition

of breaches of the rights of First Nations children, as called for by

the

complainant, would be entirely appropriate in this case.

79.

With respect to Canada's need to implement structural changes that address the

discrimination on a systemic level, the broad parameters and ultimate objectives of such a

remedy are matters that can and should be determined by human rights tribunals.
However, the details of what structural or systemic changes are necessary and how they

ought to be implemented engages a number of considerations relating to the unique
cultural needs that the impacted communities are best placed to consider. Accordingly, it
may be appropriate to order participatory structural injunctions, which "tequire the State

to adopt a plan to correct a structural violation with the meaningful participation of
beneficiaries and report back to the court on progress made."82

80.
to

78

To ensure the effective implementation of these remedies, this Tribunal may need

assume

a continuing supervisory role to ensure effective enforcement (particularly

ILC Artlcles on Responsiblltty, article 30

Looyzo Tomayo Case, Reparations (art. 63(l) American Convention on Human Rights), Judgment of
November 27, 1998,lnter-Am. Ct. H.R. (Ser. C) No. 42 (1998), at paras. 83'87, 123-12480
LaGrontl (Germany v, Uniled Stttres of Americo),120011I.C.J. 3 at paras. 123-125
rt CRC Cortcluding Observatiotts, at paras. 22-23 (citing a previous concern in CRC/C/I5/Add.2l5, para.

"

14,2003)
82UN

Special Rapporteur on the human right to safe drinking water and sanitation, [DOC NAME?], UN
Doc A/llRC/27155 at para.78. This approach has also been applied by courts in various other countries
when making orders with major socio-economic implications, including coufts in India, Colombia, South
Africa and the United States: see C, Rodriguez-Caravito, Beyond the Courlroom: The Impnct of JutlicÍal
Actìvisnt ott Socioecottonrìc Rights in Lalin Americo, [20] l] Texas Law Review Vol. 89 aI 1671-72
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with respect to any ongoing participatory structural injunction process) and provide the
necessary assulances of non-repetition.s3

81.

Amnesty submits that this Tribunal should carefully consider the need for

ongoing supervision and independent safeguards as part of any remedial order(s) made,
and the effective enforcement of those orders. Such measures are particularly appropriate

given the importance, range and complexity of steps required to ensure compliance with
Canada's international human rights obligations in this case, and Canada's demonstrated

refusal to take those steps, despite being aware of the consequences for First Nations
children living on reserve.so

PART

IV.

82.

Amnesty respectfully requests that this matter be decided

ORDER REQUESTT]D

in

accordance with

Canada's international obligations. Amnesty does not seek any costs, and costs should
not be ordered against it, as it is pursuing a public interest mandate in these proceedings.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
August 28,2014

+'/

Stockw

LLP

Counsel for Amnesty International Canada

"t Ibid.
8o

See, for example, Dr. Blackstock, Examination in Chief, February 26,2013 (Vol. 2, p. 28); and First

Nations Child and Fanrily Services - Joint National Policy Review - Final Report, 2000 (Commission's
Book of Doculrents, Tab 3, p. 14).
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SCHEDULE *B'' _ STATUES
Canaclían Hamøn Riglrts Act,,¡?.S.C., 1985' c, H-6
5. It is a discriminatory practice in the provision of goods, setvices, facilities or accommodation
customarily available to the general public
(a) to deny, or to deny access to, any such good, service,

facility or accommodation to any

individual, or
(b) to differentiate adversely in relation to any individual,on a prohibited ground

of

discrimination.

53. (1) At the conclusion of an inquiry, the member or panel conducting the inquiry shall dismiss
the complaint if the member or panel finds that the complaint is not substantiated.

(2)lf

atthe conclusion of the inquiry the member or panel finds that the complaint is
substantiated, the member or panel may, subject to section 54, make an order against the person
found to be engaging or to have engaged in the discriminatory practice and include in the order
any of the following terms that the member or panel considers appropriate:
(a) that the person cease the discriminatory practice and take measures, in consultation
with the Commission on the general purposes of the measures, to redress the practice or
to prevent the same or a similar practice from occurting in future, including

(i) the adoption of a special program, plan or affangement referred to in
subsection 16(1), or

(ii) making

an application for approval and implementing a plan under section

l7;

(b) that the person make available to the victim of the discriminatory practice, on the first
reasonable occasion, the rights, opportunities or privileges that are being or were denied
the victim as a result of the practice;
(c) that the person compensate the victim for any or all of the wages that the victim was
deprived of and for any expenses incurred by the victim as a result of the discriminatory
practice;
(d) that the person compensate the victim for any or all additional costs of obtaining
alternative goods, services, facilities or accommodation and for any expenses incurred by
the victim as a result of the discriminatory practice; and
(e) that the person compensate the victim, by an amount not exceeding twenty thousand

dollars, for any pain and suffering that the victim experienced as a result ofthe
discrirninatory practice.
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